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Manor Farm Feeds based in Shercock, Co. Cavan supplies poultry feed to their 
growers. Manufacturing approximately 3,500tonnes of poultry feed a week the 
company is one of the oldest run concerns in 
the country and dates back to 1775.  

Location: Manor Farm Feeds, Co. Cavan 
Year: 2020 
Product:  GlobeWeigh Eurodeck Weighbridge & 
Touchscreen Driver Terminals 

Manor Farm ordered an 18m x 3m Eurodeck all steel pit mounted 
weighbridge. 
In addition we supplied two touchscreen driver terminals. We also 
supplied the bespoke software. It was installed at the laboratory to 
record results from spear tests such as moisture, bushel and         
temperature.  
As a precaution the system allows for additional checks to ensure 
material cannot be loaded into the wrong silo.  
 
When the driver arrives on site he enters all relevant data onto the 
touchscreen terminal. The data is live on the system and on          
completion of the transaction the data is updated automatically. This 
can be viewed by all relevant personnel.  

GlobeWeigh has maintained the Manor Farm’s existing weighbridge 
for the last few years. In addition we have provided a comprehensive 
bespoke weighbridge software system which collects data and       
interfaces with Manor Farms feed mill processing software. 
 
With increased production Manor Farm needed a second           
weighbridge for incoming raw materials. The new weighbridge       
required a level of automation for drivers. 

GlobeWeigh has been manufacturing weighbridges in Co Armagh for 
25 years was chosen as the preferred supplier of the weighbridge, 
automation and software solution. Globeweigh has been a partner 
with Weightron Bilanciai - Europe’s leading weighbridge                
manufacturers – a worldwide company.  


